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COVER MATERIALS

 Hopsak 

 71 
 yellow/pastel 
green 

 69 
 grass-green/
ivory 

 70 
 grass green/
forest 

 87 
 ivory/forest 

 77 
 nero/forest 

 85 
 mint/ivory 

 86 
 mint/forest 

 73 
 petrol/moor 
brown 

 81 
 ice blue/ivory 

 82 
 ice blue/moor 
brown 

 83 
 blue/ivory 

 84 
 blue/moor 
brown 

 74 
 dark blue/ivory 

 75 
 dark blue/moor 
brown 

 05 
 dark grey 

 66 
 nero 

 78 
 nero/moor 
brown 

 76 
 marron/moor 
brown 

 80 
 warmgrey/moor 
brown 

 62 
 red/moor brown 

 96 
 red/cognac 

 63 
 red/poppy red 

 65 
 coral/poppy 
red 

 68 
 pink/poppy 
red 

 Hopsak 

 67 
 poppy red/
ivory 

 72 
 yellow/poppy 
red 

 88 
 cognac/ivory 

 79 
 warmgrey/ivory 

Hopsak
100% polyamide | 550 g/m²

Hopsak is an expressive, fl at plain-weave fabric 

made of polyamide. The duotone colours off er a 

multitude of design possibilities in high-contrast, 

brightly hued or subtle combinations of warp and 

weft threads. Highly durable and robust, Hopsak 

can be used in private interiors as well as public 

areas. 

Hopsak is available in 28 colours.





Checker
77 % cotton, 23 % polyester | 467 g/m²

The soft double weave fabric, with a high percentage of cotton, 

demonstrates exceptional purity of colour and its geometric pattern 

lends a striking note to any environment.
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Premium Leather
Thickness 1,1-1,3 mm, semi-aniline-leather

Premium leather is a relatively smooth cowhide 

leather with a fl at grain and fi ne top sheen. It is 

dyed-through and lightly pigmented. The 

semi-aniline leather is soft to the touch, like a 

leather glove. 

Premium leather is available in 22 colours.

 72/88 
 snow/white 

 64/05 
 cement/ cream 
white/sierra 
grey 

 65/19 
 granite/sierra 
grey 

 60/69 
 smoke blue/dark 
grey 

 59/40 
 jade/ coconut/
forest 

 58/40 
 khaki/ coconut/
forest 

 61/69 
 umbra grey/
dark grey 

 67/69 
 asphalt/dark 
grey 

 Leather Premium/back panel Plano 

 66/66 
 nero/nero 

 77/54 
 brown/brown 

 68/54 
 chocolate/
brown 

 87/54 
 plum/brown 

 69/54 
 marron/brown 

 93/11 
 brandy/ mar-
ron/cognac 

 22/96 
 red stone/ red/
cognac 

 97/67 
 cognac/cognac 

 74/80 
 olive/coff ee 

 75/80 
 camel/coff ee 

 62/80 
 ochre/coff ee 

 63/80 
 cashew/coff ee 

 71/80 
 sand/coff ee 

 73/70 
 clay/stone 

 Checker 

 01 
 black/white 





 30 
 basic dark 
powder-coated 
(smooth) 
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OBERFLÄCHEN UND FARBEN

 30 
 basic dark 
powder-coated 
(smooth) 

 17 
 cream matte 
powder-coated 
(smooth) 

 32 
 dark grey 
powder-coated 
(smooth) 

 30 
 basic dark 
powder-coated 
(smooth) 

 01 
 chrome 

 30 
 basic dark 
powder-coated 
(smooth) 

 Seat and base (Wire 
Chair DKX, In- & 
Outdoor) 

 Seat and base (Wire 
Chair DKR, In- & 
Outdoor) 

 Seat and base (Wire 
Chair DKR, DKX) 

 Seat shell 

 72/88 
 snow/white 

 71/80 
 sand/coff ee 

 21/19 
 dim grey/sierra 
grey 

 67/69 
 asphalt/dark 
grey 

 69/54 
 marron/brown 

 68/54 
 chocolate/
brown 

 66/66 
 nero/nero 

 Leather/back panel Plano 

Leather
Thickness 1,1-1,3 mm, pigmented leather

The standard grade leather used by Vitra is a 

robust cowhide leather, dyed-through, 

pigmented and embossed with an even grain 

pattern. Since it is hard-wearing and easy to 

maintain, it can also be used in offi  ce 

environments.

Standard Leather is available in 7 colours.




